Abstract. Currently no standard clinical or preclinical noninvasive method exists to monitor cell death based on morphological changes at the cellular level. In our past work we have demonstrated that quantitative high frequency ultrasound imaging can detect cell death in vitro and in vivo. In this study we apply quantitative methods previously used with high frequency ultrasound to optical coherence tomography (OCT) to detect cell death. The ultimate goal of this work is to use these methods for optically-based clinical and preclinical cancer treatment monitoring. Optical coherence tomography data were acquired from acute myeloid leukemia cells undergoing three modes of cell death. Significant increases in integrated backscatter were observed for cells undergoing apoptosis and mitotic arrest, while necrotic cells induced a decrease. These changes appear to be linked to structural changes observed in histology obtained from the cell samples. Signal envelope statistics were analyzed from fittings of the generalized gamma distribution to histograms of envelope intensities. The parameters from this distribution demonstrated sensitivities to morphological changes in the cell samples. These results indicate that OCT integrated backscatter and first order envelope statistics can be used to detect and potentially differentiate between modes of cell death in vitro. C 2011 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE).
Introduction
Cancer therapies are aimed at stopping cell proliferation and/or inducing cell death. Typically, treatment response is evaluated based on changes in tumor size that may occur several weeks after the start of therapy. However, structural changes in responding cells can occur as early as 24 h after the initiation of treatment. Furthermore, it has been shown that early response to treatment is a good indicator of ultimate response for several types of cancer. 1, 2 Monitoring early response to treatment could be used to prevent the administration of ineffective treatments, thus reducing unnecessary side effects and potentially improving treatment outcomes for many patients. In preclinical research, treatment evaluation involves monitoring and quantifying cell death kinetics as they relate to a specific treatment. Currently, noninvasive research methods of measuring tumor response include small animal micro-computed tomography, high resolution magnetic resonance imaging and micro-positron emission tomography. [3] [4] [5] These methods mainly rely on late changes in tumor size, vasculature, and tumor metabolic activity to draw conclusions on treatment efficacy. Detecting changes in cell structure related to cell death still requires invasive tissue analysis making longitudinal studies difficult and costly. Molecular imaging is also used to study the properties and effects of new drugs 6 but requires the use of fluorescent or radionuclide labeled reporter probes, making this method expensive and time consuming. Furthermore, this technique does not yet translate well to the clinic. Currently, there is no standard noninvasive method to monitor cell death clinically or pre-clinically linked to morphological changes at the cellular level.
During cell death, characteristic structural transformations occur at the cellular level that can change the mechanical and optical properties of the cell. We have previously used quantitative spectroscopic methods with high frequency ultrasound imaging to detect cell death both in vitro and in vivo. In our past work, ultrasound measurements of cells undergoing apoptotic death showed a 6-fold increase in backscatter intensity compared to viable cells. 7 Spectral analysis techniques developed by Lizzi et al. 8 permitted the analysis of the frequency spectrum of backscattered ultrasound waves obtained from cell samples before and after treatment to induce apoptosis. Treated cell samples demonstrated changes in spectral parameters such as the spectral slope, 0 MHz intercept, and the spectral midband fit compared to untreated cells. 9 Envelope statistics of ultrasound signals have also been investigated by fitting the Rayleigh and generalized gamma probability distributions to a histogram of the signal envelope intensities. The fit parameters from these distributions have been demonstrated to be sensitive to morphological changes in cells. Furthermore, these parameters can be related to the size and number density of the scatterers based on certain assumptions about the size relative to the wavelength and distribution of the scatterers. Analysis of ultrasound backscatter signals obtained from mixtures of treated and untreated cells have demonstrated this method is capable of detecting a 2.5% apoptotic index under well controlled conditions. 10 Light scattering has a long standing history in oncological research. Spectroscopic analysis of backscattered light can be used to differentiate between dysplastic and nondysplastic epithelial cells. Light scattering spectroscopy has been used in vivo to diagnose dysplasia by determining nuclear size distribution 11 and the spectroscopic analysis of optical coherence tomography (OCT) images has been used for differentiating between cell types based on cell and nuclear morphology. 12 Recently, variations in the optical attenuation coefficient of human fibroblast cell samples have been detected as a result of cell death in vitro. 13 Changes in relative tissue scattering have also been detected between viable and nonviable tissue regions in a mouse tumor model using optical frequency domain imaging.
14 Optical coherence tomography and high frequency ultrasound share many similarities in manners of data acquisition and image formation, for which we previously conducted a feasibility study in monitoring treatment responses. 15 Based on these similarities, here we have applied techniques used previously for cell death monitoring to OCT.
The work described here tests the hypothesis that structural changes occurring within dying cells will induce observable changes in measured OCT backscatter signals. The in vitro biological models used in our experiments are comprised of acute myeloid leukemia (AML) cells centrifuged to mimic cell packing observed in mouse tumor xenograft models. This tumor model has been extensively used for both single time point and time course studies of cell death and AML cell death has been well characterized histologically in our laboratory. 7, 9, 16, 17 For the study here three types of cell death were induced in these cells: apoptosis, mitotic arrest, and necrosis. Morphologically, apoptosis is characterized by nuclear condensation and fragmentation, followed by blebbing of the cell membrane and disintegration of the cell into apoptotic bodies composed of intact organelles surrounded by a plasma membrane. Recently it has been demonstrated that changes in mitochondrial morphology may also be associated with apoptosis, such as the disintegration of well formed mitochondrial networks into punctiform, fragmented structures. 18 Cells arrested in mitosis are slightly enlarged and show increased chromatin content due to the condensation and doubling of chromosomes in preparation for cell division. Necrosis, caused by a failure in the ionic pumps of the cellular membrane due to a lack of adenosine triphosphate (ATP), is characterized by initial cellular and organelle swelling (oncosis) followed by budding of the cell membrane and cellular lysis. 19, 20 In this study we demonstrate that cell death can be detected by optical coherence tomography. Different modes of cell death were induced in cell samples and imaged using OCT. We demonstrate that an increase in backscatter intensity is associated with apoptosis and mitotic arrest and a drop in intensity with necrosis. The research here in vitro forms a basis for future investigations in vivo using optical methods to monitor the cell death causing targets of anti-cancer therapies.
Materials and Methods

Biological Samples
Cell samples were prepared using acute myeloid leukemia cells (AML-5). This cell line permits the rapid production of large numbers of cells for our experiments and has previously been characterized using high frequency ultrasound in our laboratory. Approximately 1×10 9 AML cells started from frozen stock samples were grown at 37
• C in suspension flasks containing 150 mL of α-minimal medium supplemented with 1% streptomycin and 5% fetal bovine serum. Each cell sample was prepared from four flasks.
Apoptosis was induced by treating the cells with the chemotherapeutic agent cisplatin, a DNA intercalater that causes a p53-dependent apoptosis. 21 Cells were treated in suspension at 10 μg/mL for 24 h. 17 Mitotic arrest was induced in a second batch of cells using colchicine at 0.1 μg/mL for 24 h prior to cells being processed for imaging. 7 This drug inhibits the formation of tubulin, causing the arrest of cells at metaphase in the mitotic cycle. 22 Cells were washed with phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and centrifuged in a bench top swing bucket centrifuge (Jouan CR4i, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) in a flat bottom ependorff tube at 2000 g producing a densely packed cell sample approximately 1 cm in diameter and 0.5 cm in height. The supernatant above the cell pellet was carefully removed using a 200 μL pipette tip. Necrotic cell death was induced by growth factor withdrawal by maintaining an untreated centrifuged cell sample in PBS at room temperature for 24 h. The absence of growth medium during this period results in a lack of ATP produced by the cells, which, in turn, induces ionic pump failure in the cell membrane, leading to oncosis and eventually necrosis 20 and was histologically confirmed. Trypan blue exclusion confirmed cell death in approximately 80, 60, and 25% of cells treated with cisplatin, colchicine, and growth factor withdrawal, respectively. For each experiment an additional cell sample was produced from untreated cells to serve as a control. Although every effort is made to ensure that cell culture is done under very controlled conditions, variations in the cell samples arise between different batches of cells or from harvesting cells at different passage numbers and phases of growth. For this reason, each experiment is conducted with a control sample obtained from the same batch under the exact same growth conditions.
Reference Phantom
An optical scattering phantom was used as a reference for normalizing all signals measured from cell samples to maintain consistency between experiments and to remove systematic errors. The use of a reference phantom is common practice in ultrasound tissue characterization experiments, where a flat quartz is used to obtain a calibration spectrum. 8 The optical phantom was prepared from a silicon base mixed with titanium dioxide as the scattering agent, at a concentration of 0.1 g/mL. Reference measurements were collected at each data acquisition to later remove system effects.
Histology and Light Microscopy
Immediately after the completion of OCT imaging, cell samples were fixed in 10% formalin for 48 h and subsequently paraffin embedded and processed for haematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining. Microscopy was carried out using a Leica DM LB microscope and digital images were acquired with the Leica DC 200 digital imaging system (Leica Microsystems GmbH, Germany).
OCT Data Acquisition and Analysis
Optical coherence tomography images and data were acquired using a Thorlabs Inc. (Newton, NJ) swept source OCT (OCM1300SS) system. This system uses a frequency swept external cavity laser with a central wavelength of 1325 nm and a − 3 dB bandwidth of approximately 100 nm with an axial resolution of 9 μm. The laser is coupled to a fiber-based Michelson interferometer and is split to reference and sample arms using a broadband 50/50 coupler. The mean beam spot size in the focal plane is 15 μm and the average output power of the system is 10 mW.
Data were acquired using the Thorlabs Swept Source Optical Coherence Tomography Microscope software package (version 1.3.0.0, Thorlabs Inc.) and data were collected in the form of 14-bit OCT interference fringe signals. For each cell sample (including the reference phantom) two dimensional (2D) data sets containing 512 axial scans were collected in ten planes spaced at least 10 μm apart. Each 2D scan covered a total transverse distance of 3 mm and a depth of 3 mm. All samples (including the reference phantom) were imaged such that the surface was located at the same distance in relation to the focal plane to maintain consistency between measurements with respect to variations in signal intensity due to the focal properties of the lens and the depth dependent signal roll-off of the laser source.
As shown in Fig. 1(d) , from each 2D scan a region of interest (ROI) covering a depth of 250 μm and a lateral distance of 600 μm was selected for analysis. These distances corresponded to 190 and 460 times the central wavelength, respectively. The lateral dimension was chosen to give approximately 100 a-lines per b-mode image. The axial dimension was chosen to coincide with the depth of focus of the system and begins at approximately 30 μm below the cell sample surface to avoid any specular reflections.
Normalized backscatter power spectra were obtained from individual a-lines by calculating the Fourier transform of the corresponding complex interference signals and normalizing the squared magnitude of these spectra by the power spectrum computed from the titanium dioxide reference phantom. The resulting normalized power spectra were individually integrated over the − 6 dB bandwidth of the light source to calculate the integrated backscatter (IB). An average IB value was computed for each 2D ROI. For the first order envelope statistical analysis, histograms were calculated from the magnitude of the envelopes of acquired interference signals for each 2D ROI. These histograms were calculated with the goal of looking at the general statistics of the intensity distribution. Since the drop in intensity over 250 μm is small, attenuation calculations and corrections were not performed. Generalized gamma parameters were obtained for the histograms using an implementation of a maximum likelihood estimation routine. 10 A set of average parameters was calculated for each 2D ROI. The estimated error was calculated as a standard deviation of each of the above parameters over the ten ROIs acquired. A representative plot of the estimated error as a function of the number of a-lines averaged per ROI (Fig. 2) indicates that the uncertainty in the results stabilizes above 20 a-lines. The 100 a-lines per ROI used in our analysis are, therefore, deemed sufficient to ensure reliability of our results. The statistical significance for all parameters was determined by performing a student t-test using the GraphPad Prism software package (GraphPad Software Inc., La Jolia, CA), where p < 0.05.
Results
Optical coherence tomography b-mode images obtained from the cell samples are shown in Fig. 1 , where changes in backscatter intensity were observed between the control and treated samples from each experiment. Backscatter power spectra (Fig. 3) for all three experiments indicated changes between the control and treated samples, with increases in backscatter intensity observed for the cisplatin and colchicine treated cells (approximately 80 and 95%, respectively) and a decrease (35%) for the cells decaying in PBS. Integrated backscatter is related to backscatter intensity and the graphs in Fig. 4 indicate significant (p < 0.05) changes with backscatter increasing from 4.5 ± 0.4 to 8.2 ± 1.0 with cisplatin exposure, increasing from 5.0 ± 0.6 to 9.8 ± 1.3 with colchicine treatment, and decreas- ing from 5.4 ± 0.4 to 3.6 ± 0.2 for the cells undergoing growth factor withdrawal.
Plots of generalized gamma fits to histograms from all three experiments (Fig. 5 ) demonstrate that this probability density function provides a reasonable fit to histograms calculated from OCT signal envelopes obtained from cell samples. Parameters from the generalized gamma fits are shown in Fig. 6 . The average generalized gamma a parameter did not significantly change (p = 0.15) with cisplatin treatment (changing from 0.28 ± 0.03 to 0.32 ± 0.06), but increased from 0.26 ± 0.03 to 0.33 ± 0.04 for cells exposed to colchicine and decreased from 0.18 ± 0.03 to 0.09 ± 0.02 for cells withdrawn from growth medium. The c/v ratio decreased from 1.31 ± 0.29 to 0.94 ± 0.23 with cisplatin treatment and from 0.55 ± 0.09 to 0.34 ± 0.09 for cells undergoing growth factor withdrawal while the change with colchicine exposure (1.1 ± 0.24 to 0.95 ± 0.20) was not significant (p = 0.14).
Microscopy and analysis of haematoxylin and eosin (H&E) stained fixed cells revealed structural differences between the various cell samples (Fig. 7) . In the control sample, the cells appear viable, with a large nucleus occupying the majority of the cell volume, typical of AML cells. The cisplatin treated sample displayed classic signs of apoptosis with nuclear condensation and fragmentation in approximately 40% of cells. The most striking changes were detected in the colchicine treated cells. Here we observed 55% of cells in mitotic arrest with large amounts of highly condensed chromatin within the cell. The main feature to be observed in the cells deprived of growth medium was the condensation of the nucleus in roughly 40% of the cells. It must be noted that H&E staining and light microscopy are limited in their ability to reveal all of the structural changes that may have occurred within these cells as a result of the treatments they underwent, particularly to smaller structures, such as the mitochondria.
Discussion and Conclusions
This study has demonstrated that it is possible to detect cell death in vitro using OCT. The changes in integrated backscatter power spectra were correlated with structural changes in histology, which from observations were grossly related to the nucleus and overall cell shape. The generalized gamma distribution provided reasonable fits to all cell sample histograms. As the scale parameter, a, increases, the distribution becomes wider, stretching along the intensity axis of the histogram. A change in the ratio of the shape parameters (c/v) causes the center of the distribution to . The a parameter is the scale parameter of the generalized gamma distribution and is related to backscatter intensity. The c and v parameters are the shape parameters of the generalized gamma distribution. It is suggested that their ratio can be related to the scatterer number density. Error bars correspond to the standard deviation between the average parameters obtained over ten ROIs in a given cell sample.
shift along the intensity axis in the direction of the change. It has been suggested for ultrasound data that the generalized gamma a parameter is related to the backscatter cross-section and that the ratio of the two parameters c and v can be used as an estimate of the relative scatterer number density. 10, 23 In this study the a parameter paralleled, as expected, the integrated backscatter for all cell samples, though the change was not statistically significant for the apoptotic sample. The ratio of the shape parameters (c/v) decreased for the apoptotic and necrotic cells and remained constant for the cells in mitotic arrest. The relationship between the c/v ratio and scatterer number density was proposed based on ultrasound simulations and phantom experiments, 23 and in vitro high frequency ultrasound experiments using cells in solution at low volumetric concentrations. 10 It is not clear which structural changes are specifically responsible for a decrease in scatterer number density for OCT measurements from apoptotic and necrotic cells. However, ultrasound simulations have shown that even when the scatterer number density remains constant, changes in the randomization of the spatial distribution of scatterers can have an effect on this ratio. 10 Given the variations that may exist between batches of cells it is not unexpected to observe differences between the parameters obtained from independent untreated samples. Furthermore, the scale parameter, a, and the ratio of the shape parameters, c/v, are not independent, as a variation in the shape of the distribution will certainly cause changes to the scale of the distribution. Therefore, these parameters should not be individually considered, but rather as a multiparametric measurement, which can be related to cell death.
Previous experiments with the same cell line and treatments using high frequency ultrasound have resulted in increases in ultrasound backscatter intensity for apoptosis and mitotic arrest and a decrease for necrosis at 24 h. Here, using OCT, there was an increase in backscatter for the apoptotic and mitotically arrested samples and a decrease in backscatter for the necrotic sample 24 h after treatment. Changes in ultrasound backscatter have been related to variations in nuclear structure. With OCT it remains unclear which cellular structures are responsible for the dominant fluctuations in backscatter observed during cell death. However, the current results indicate the potential for differentiating between apoptotic and oncotic or necrotic cell death using OCT.
Although nuclear changes in the growth factor withdrawn cell sample are not as large as those seen in the colchicine treated cells, the change in integrated backscatter and gamma a parameter are significant in both. This leads us to believe that in addition to nuclear variations, there are other underlying structural transformations within the cells contributing to measured changes in OCT backscatter. Further exploration of a relation to alterations in smaller cellular structures remains to be made.
The 24 h imaging time for cisplatin treatment was chosen in part based on our experience with ultrasound imaging of these cells, where cisplatin-induced apoptosis of AML cells produced maximal scattering changes after approximately 24 h of treatment. Maintaining the same imaging schedule for all modes of cell death permitted a direct comparison between cells undergoing apoptosis, necrosis, and mitotic arrest. In a study by van der Meer et al., human fibroblast cells treated in vitro with cytosine arabinoside (AraC) produced a maximal change in the optical attenuation coefficient 3 h post treatment, decreasing thereafter. 13 In that study, AraC was believed to cause apoptosis through oxidative stress, a much more rapid pathway compared to apoptosis induction through DNA intercalation, which is what occurs with cisplatin. Cisplatin-induced apoptosis is highly dependent on the rate of cell growth and cell division. Thus, one cannot assume that both cell death models have the same temporal dynamics with respect to changes in optical properties caused by apoptosis.
In the same study, van der Meer et al. measured increases and decreases in optical attenuation for apoptotic and necrotic cells, respectively. Attenuation of light in tissue is caused by a combination of absorption and scattering. In the near infrared region, scattering is the dominant interaction of light with biological tissue and overall attenuation is significantly lower at 1300 nm compared to 800 nm. 24 Assuming that the absorption remains constant, an increase in backscatter will result in an overall increase in attenuation while a decrease in backscatter will result in an overall decrease in attenuation, suggesting that our results agree in principle with those of the human fibroblast study. Our current technique may provide complementary information to the attenuation coefficient measurement, which could permit better quantification of cell death.
The in vitro model used in this work readily lends itself to further characterization of cell death using OCT. This model can be used for experiments in which dosage, timing, and the percentage of cells treated can be rigorously controlled. The cell death process has complex temporal dynamics that can significantly vary based on the length of time in culture and the stage of the cell growth cycle. Even in a well controlled in vitro study these factors will vary from one batch of cells to another, highlighting the fact that one must exercise caution in interpreting data obtained from in vivo experiments where the microenvironment is less well controlled. In these experiments we measured changes at the 24 h time point. The degree of OCT signal changes as well as the direction in trends observed may be different at earlier and later times. The sensitivity of this method with respect to quantifying cell death has not been tested. This can be achieved by imaging cell samples containing a mixture of treated and untreated cells at varying ratios 10 and will be the subject of future work. The data acquisition and analysis methods described in this paper allow us to obtain backscatter spectra from specific regions of interest in measured cell samples in a reliable and reproducible manner. Although changes in spectral features were not measured in this study we believe that using this technique at shorter wavelengths or with larger bandwidths would allow for further spectroscopic analysis and will be explored in future studies.
